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Compulocks CL01APUTL stylus pen accessory Silver 1 pc(s)

Brand : Compulocks Product code: CL01APUTL

Product name : CL01APUTL

- Powerful 3M sticker
- Easy access and use
- Sleek elegant design
- Curly cord for extra functionality
- 2 keys
Apple Pencil Lock to Fixed Object

Compulocks CL01APUTL stylus pen accessory Silver 1 pc(s):

The Apple pencil security solution comes with an adhesive security plate that is attached with a powerful
3M sticker to any surface or the iPad itself. Furthermore, it has a 1.6m coiled cable lock, so the Pen is
secure, yet the customer has space and ease of use.
Compulocks CL01APUTL. Product colour: Silver, Compatibility: Apple Pencil (1st & 2nd Gen). Quantity per
pack: 1 pc(s)

Features

Product colour * Silver
Compatibility Apple Pencil (1st & 2nd Gen)

Packaging data

Quantity per pack * 1 pc(s)
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